Introduction
Can news in a business newspaper explain daily returns, and what is the effect of the media itself? To the extent that new information is broadcasted through the media, and interpreted through the lens of classical economic theory, the answer to the first question should be an unambiguously yes. Asset prices should respond to new information. However, as exemplified by Roll (1988) , the economic literature has had a hard time finding a robust relationship between stock prices and news. This has led to alternative explanations, like irrational noise trading and the revelation of private information through trading, for understanding stock price movements (see, e.g., Shiller (1981) , Campbell (1991) , and Tetlock (2007) ). Below we suggest an alternative explanation, echoing the one given in Boudoukh et al. (2013) , namely that the finance literature simply has been doing a poor job of identifying relevant news. On the other hand, in a world where arbitrage forces were unlimited one could argue that new information should be incorporated into prices as soon as it is made public and before the (mass) media have time to report it. According to this view, evidence of non-predictability is as expected. Still, even though the news reported might not be genuine new information in itself, news broadcasted through the media might matter because it can reach a broad population of investors, alleviate informational frictions, and contribute to gradual diffusion of information (Peress (2014) ).
However, establishing causal link from the media to financial markets is difficult, because one has to separate the new information component from the effect of the ether.
In this paper we offer new insights regarding the relationship between news, returns, and the media. We informally assume a rational attention view where investors faced with information processing costs, or limited cognitive ability, potentially learn about economic developments important for multiple stocks through the media (Peng and Xiong (2006) , Kacperczyk et al. (2009), and Schmidt (2013) ). We operationalize this view by decomposing the textual information in a business newspaper into different types of news about economic developments, and analyze market responses to these news items. In particular, we use a Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (Blei et al. (2003) ), proven to summarize textual data in much the same manner as humans would do (Chang et al. (2009)) , to decompose the textual information in the major business newspaper in Norway into news topics. We then construct series representing how much, and in which tone, each topic is written about in the newspaper across time, where news topics are tone adjusted, i.e., classified as either positive or negative news, using a dictionary-based approach commonly applied in the literature (see, e.g., Tetlock (2007) , Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) ). Finally, the resulting news topic time series are linked to a large cross section of companies listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange between 1996-2014.
Our hypothesis is simple: To the extent that the newspaper provides a relevant de-scription of the economy, the more intensive a given topic is represented in the newspaper at a given point in time, the more likely it is that this topic represents something of importance for the economy's current and future needs and developments. As such, it should also move stock prices. For example, we hypothesize that when the newspaper writes extensively about developments in, e.g., the oil sector, and the tone is positive, it reflects that something is happening in this sector that potentially has positive economy-wide effects, and especially for firms related to the oil sector.
The newspaper content is available in the morning, at least two hours prior to the when the market opens. Controlling for lagged returns, time-and firm-fixed effects, and other well known predictors, numerous regressions show that a one unit positive innovation in the news predicts roughly a 1 percentage point increase in close-to-open returns, and 1.5 percentage points increase in close-to-close returns. In the days following the initial news release, the effect accumulates further, suggesting a significant continuation pattern peaking at 4 percentage points after 15 business days, with little sign of reversal.
To gauge the robustness and economic significance of these pooled time series regressions we implement simple zero-cost news-based investment strategies yielding significant annualized risk-adjusted returns (Alpha) of up to 20 percent.
By exploiting an exogenous strike in the Norwegian newspaper market in 2002 we
are, under the assumption that new information is released also during the strike period (although not through the mass media), able to isolate the media component of the news signal from the new information component. Unconditionally, the cross sectional average return falls by roughly 60 basis points during the strike period relative to the periods before and after the strike. Conditioning on how exposed the various firms are to our news measure during the year prior to the strike, we find significant differences in mean returns of the same magnitude: Returns for individual firms with a significant exposure to our news measures fall by 57 basis points during the strike period relative to firms with an insignificant news topic exposure. Thus, the DN news topics seem to be representative for the total causal media effect. Since the average firm in the sample has a positive exposure to news, our results imply that the media component of the news signal accounts for between 20 to 40 percent of the documented overall predictive effect of news topics.
Compared with existing studies in the financial literature using textual data to understand asset prices, the novelty of our approach relates to the usage of news topics and how we relate them to firms. Each topic is a distribution of words, and together the topics summarizes the words and articles in the business newspaper into interpretable factors that we use to capture the continuously evolving narrative about economic conditions. Individual news topics are subsequently linked to companies using their textual description provided by Reuters. For example, a news topic that contains words mostly associated with the oil market will be linked to an oil company if the textual description of this company contains many of the same words. In contrast, typical textual approaches applied in the asset pricing literature link companies to items in the news using explicit mentioning of their names, abbreviations, or other firm specific characteristics, and conduct event studies to uncover how stock prices respond to news. To us, this seems like an overly restrictive approach inasmuch many news items might be relevant for stock prices without explicitly mentioning, e.g, company names. Consequently, in our setup, all days are news days, but to varying degree, and we avoid "dredging for anomalies", which is Fama's phrase for conducting event studies of different event types until one finds an apparent market inefficiency (Fama (1998, p. 287) ).
The validity of our approach for linking news to firms is tested when we randomly assign news topics to firms, and find that no significant predictive power between news and returns can be established in this case. We also show that our results are not driven by well known industry or day-of-the-week effects, and that they are not associated with firm characteristics like book-to-market value, size, or liquidity. When analyzing the news-return relationship across three different sub-samples, we do, however, find that the relationship becomes largely insignificant for the latter part of the sample (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) .
Interestingly, this loss of significance is alleviated when we expand the breadth of news sources utilized, suggesting that a broad-based news corpus needs to be applied to capture informative news signals in today's markets.
In sum, our results lend significant support towards classical efficient market based theories where new information should predict subsequent returns. Our results also speak to the growing literature documenting behavioral biases or rational attention, where investors only partially adjust to real information. The fact that we find significant continuation patterns following news innovations, as opposed to reversal, suggests that our methodology correctly parses out fundamental information, and that the media is an important channel for such information diffusion.
Our study contributes to two different strands of the financial literature. First, we relate to a large number of studies using textual information to explain and predict stock price movements. Prominent examples include Frank (2004), Tetlock (2007) , and Garcia (2013) , while Tetlock (2014) , Kearney and Liu (2014) , and Loughran and Mcdonald (2016) provide recent literature overviews. While a large share of these studies use textually derived sentiment indicators, finding weak evidence of predictability, evidence saying that only negative news matters, and reversal patterns following news releases, we find relatively strong evidence towards predictability and clear continuation patterns when focusing on news topics. Interestingly, Boudoukh et al. (2013) also find that once news is identified by its type (topic), there is a considerably stronger rela-tionship between news and returns than what is commonly found. However, while the approach taken in Boudoukh et al. (2013) relies on a substantial number of hard coded rules for classifying the news, our approach utilizes a fully automated machine learning algorithm. As such, our methodology is closer to those implemented in Antweiler and Frank (2006) and Calomiris and Mamaysky (2017) , who use a Naïve Bayes classifier and the Louvain method to derive news topics, respectively. We differ in that we do not limit ourself to an event study approach, and by considering individual company returns on a daily frequency.
1 Second, our study belongs to a smaller group of studies establishing the causal role of the media in financial markets (see, in particular, Engelberg and Parsons (2011 ), Dougal et al. (2012 ), and Peress (2014 ). In fact, we use the same exogenous strike as identified in Peress (2014) (for the Norwegian market) to disentangle the new information and media effect of the news signal. Novel to our study is that we are able to provide an estimate of the relative importance of the media effect in a given predictive relationship. In terms of interpreting the results and the underlying mechanisms through which the media might be important, Dougal et al. (2012) appeal to a sentiment story, while Peress (2014) provide an information dissemination explanation. The latter is also what we document. However, Peress (2014) argues that the strike likely increased the cost of accessing information and led individual stocks to move more in synch, while our findings suggest that investors also looked for other opportunities when a primary media channel fell out, thus taking aboard the cost of seeking additional and new information. There are clear patterns in the data, although not statistically strong, suggesting that such strike-induced behavior result in more noise trading.
More generally, this study relates to a growing literature in economics where textual, or non-quantitative, information is used to explain economic fluctuations. It is especially noteworthy that when we use the same news topics as here, we find that news predicts quarterly productivity, consumption, and aggregate stock market developments (Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) ). Thus, expectations about future cash flows are likely impounded in the news topic signal (Fama (1990) ).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data, the topic model, and how we link news to firms. Section 3 establishes that news topics explain returns, while Section 4 investigates the causal impact of the media. Section 5 concludes.
1 Calomiris and Mamaysky (2017) use various decompositions of news articles to predict monthly and yearly risk and return developments in 51 aggregate stock markets. Antweiler and Frank (2006) run an event study covering U.S. stocks and Wall Street Journal corporate news stories.
Data
Our raw data consist of a long sample of the entire newspaper corpus for a daily business newspaper in Norway, and a large panel of daily information for firms listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. Although the Norwegian stock market is relatively small compared to international markets, 2 we focus on the case of Norway because it allows us to use a long history of the entire publications from the country's most important business newspaper, and we can utilize a well defined exogenous strike in the newspaper market (in 2002) to investigate the causal link from the media to financial markets. Moreover, small economies, like Norway, typically have only one or two business newspapers, making the corpus from one newspaper more representative for the mass media as a whole than in countries where the media landscape is much more diverse. Here, we simply choose the corpus associated with the largest and most read business newspaper, Dagens Naeringsliv (DN), noting that DN is also the fourth largest newspaper in Norway irrespective of subject matter.
The newspaper corpus used in this paper, the topic model specification, and the way in which news topics are transformed to time series follows Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) closely. We provide a summary of the computations below in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. In the interest of preserving space, technical details are delegated to Appendix B. New to this study is how we associate news topics to firms and returns. This is explained in Section 2.3.
The news corpus, the LDA and topics
The DN news corpus is generously provided to us by the company Retriever through their "Atekst" database, and covers all articles published in DN from May 2 1988 to December 29 2014. In total this amounts to 459745 articles, well above one billion words, and more than a million unique tokens. This massive amount of data makes statistical computations challenging, but as is customary in the natural language processing literature some steps are taken to clean and reduce the raw dataset before estimation. In particular,
we remove stop-words, apply a stemming procedure, and reduce the number of unique words considered based on term frequency -inverse document frequency calculations. A description of how this is done is given in Appendix B.1. We note here that around 250 000 unique tokens are kept after the filtering procedure.
The "cleaned", but still unstructured, DN corpus is decomposed into news topics using a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. The LDA model is an unsupervised topic 2 See Odegaard (2017b) and Odegaard (2017c) for detailed descriptive statistics and standard asset pricing results for the Norwegian stock market.
model that clusters words into topics, which are distributions over words, while at the same time classifying articles as mixtures of topics. By unsupervised learning algorithm we mean an algorithm that can learn/discover an underlying structure in the data without the algorithm being given any labeled samples to learn from. The term "latent" is used because the words, which are the observed data, are intended to communicate a latent structure, namely the meaning of the article. The term "Dirichlet" is used because the topic mixture is drawn from a conjugate Dirichlet prior. As such, the LDA shares many features with latent (Gaussian) factor models used in conventional econometrics, but with factors (representing topics) constrained to live in the simplex and fed through a multinomial likelihood at the observation equation. A richer description and more technical details of the LDA is provided in Appendix B.2. Here we note that we classify the DN corpus into K = 80 different topics using a Gibbs sampling algorithm. Although K might seem somewhat arbitrary chosen, statistical tests conducted in Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) confirm that 80 topics give a good description of the corpus.
The LDA estimation procedure does not give the topics any name or label. To do so, labels are subjectively given to each topic based on the most important words associated with each topic. As shown in Table 7 , in Appendix A, which lists all the estimated topics together with the most important words associated with each topic, it is, in most cases, conceptually simple to classify them. The labeling plays no material role in the experiment, it just serves as a convenient way of referring to the different topics instead of using, e.g., topic numbers or long lists of words. What is more interesting, however, is whether the LDA decomposition gives a meaningful and easily interpretable topic classification of the DN newspaper. As illustrated in Figure 4 , in Appendix A, it does: The topic decomposition reflects how DN structures its content, with distinct sections for particular themes, and that DN is a Norwegian newspaper writing about news of particular relevance for Norway. We observe, for example, separate topics for Norway's immediate Nordic neighbors (Nordic countries); largest trading partners (EU and Europe); and biggest and second biggest exports (Oil production and Fishing). A richer discussion about this decomposition is provided in Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) .
News topics as time series
Given knowledge of the topics (and their word distributions), the topic decompositions are translated into time series. This is done in two steps, which are described in greater detail in Appendix B.3 and B.4. In short, we first collapse all the articles in the newspaper for a particular day into one document, and compute, using the estimated word distribution for each topic, the topic frequencies for this newly formed document. This yields a set of K daily time series, where each represent how much (in percent) a given topic is written about for a given day. Then, for each observation in these time series we identify their sign, i.e., whether or not the news is positive or negative. For each topic, this is done at the article level: For every daily observation, we find the article in the newspaper that is best explained by the topic. The tone of this article is identified using an external word list and simple word counts. The word list used here takes as a starting point the classification of positive/negative words defined by the Harvard IV-4 Psychological Dictionary, and then translates the words to Norwegian. The count procedure delivers two statistics, containing the number of positive and negative words. These statistics are then normalized such that each observation reflects the fraction of positive and negative words and subtracted from each other. If the difference is negative (positive), we set the sign equal to -1 (1), and adjust the topic frequencies accordingly.
We note that this procedure explicitly uses the output from the topic model also when defining the sign of the news, and that different topics might get their sign defined from the same article. We have experimented with other ways of identifying the sign of the topic frequencies, finding that the method outlined above seems to work the best in a number of different applications (Thorsrud (2016a) , Thorsrud (2016b) , and Larsen (2017)). from 1996 to 2014, but only a few stocks are traded throughout the whole sample period.
To link companies to news, we use the word distributions estimated from the news corpus and each firm's textual description provided by Reuters. On average, across firms, the textual description is roughly a half-page description of what each company's primary business is. The firms textual description are then classified using a procedure for querying documents outside the set on which the LDA is estimated (Heinrich (2009) and Hansen et al. (2014) ). This corresponds to using the LDA model on the firm descriptions, but with the difference that the sampler is run with the estimated word distributions from the newspaper corpus held constant (see Appendix B.3). The end product of this procedure are vectors with topic probabilities for each firm description. From these vectors we map firms with topics using the topic with the highest weight (probability) in describing the firm's core business.
An example helps illustrating our procedure. The first three, out of 10, sentences describing the firm Frontline reads:
Frontline Ltd. is a shipping company. The Company is engaged in the ownership and operation of oil tankers. The Company operates oil tankers of two sizes: very large crude carriers (VLCCs), which are between 200,000 and 320,000 deadweight tons, and Suezmax tankers, which are vessels between 120,000 and 170,000 deadweight tons... Following the steps described above, the elements with highest value in the vector with topic probabilities for this firm description are Shipping, Airline industry, and Foreign, with weights 0.31, 0.06, and 0.02, respectively. Thus, we associate Frontline with the Shipping topic. As seen from the word cloud for this topic, Figure 1 , the sentences and the word distribution for the topic share many important words. In our setting, the better the mapping is between the word distribution for a given topic and the words used in the description of the firm, the more likely it is that we match this particular firm with this topic.
Summary statistics for our firm and topic mapping are provided in Table 8 and Figure   5 in Appendix A. We highlight four overall impressions. First, of the 80 individual news topics, 33 are successfully mapped to one or more firms. We have informally looked at all estimated firm and topic mappings. It is our impression that the procedure produces intuitive mappings in well over 70 percent of the cases. However, for some firms the topic mapping seems weird. While we could have excluded companies from the sample in such cases, or manually changed the mapping, we have refrained from doing so to keep the analysis as transparent as possible. Second, a large share of topics are mapped to relatively few companies. On the other hand, a large share of the firms are linked to the topics Oil service, Shipping, and IT systems, in particular. Third, there are large 
News and returns
Let y i,t denote the return series for company i at time t, where we consider both the (log) change in the price from market closing on day t − 1 to either the opening (c2o) or closing price (c2c) on day t as return measures. Then, our main statistical tool for analyzing whether or not news explains returns is a general panel data regression of the form:
where T k,t is the news topic, associated with topic k, and γ the parameter of interest.
The newspaper, and thus T k,t , becomes available after the market closes on day t − 1, and usually in the morning on day t, at least 2 hours prior to when the market opens.
Accordingly, the timing used in (1) ensures that we do not use news that was generated by market movements on day t itself. Additional commonly used predictors are included in the vector z i,t , and α i and δ t are firm-and time-fixed effects, respectively. (standard deviation) innovation in the news correspond to roughly a 1 (0.02) percent increase in returns. Augmenting the regressions with various other control variables does not alter this finding by much. At most, we obtain an effect size of 1.35 percent, and, when controlling for turnover, in column III of the table, the effect size is 0.9 percent. Note here, however, that the number of observations is somewhat reduced as not all firms have recorded turnover for the whole sample period. As is common in this type of regressions, the R 2 is low, indicating that most of the day-to-day variation in individual firm valuations is idiosyncratic. We observe from column II and III, however, that the returns on the previous day's S&P500 (R mi t−1 ) has a particularly positive and strong predictive power for the subsequent returns. In unreported results we also confirm that it is this variable that attributes the most to the increase in R 2 across columns I and II. The U.S. market closes over 6 hours after the Norwegian market, so the R mi t−1 variable also contains more timely information than any of the other variables used in the regressions. Still, including the S&P500 hardly changes the size and significance of the news coefficient. Among the other potential determinants of c2o returns, the (log) change in oil prices (R oil t−1 ), book-tomarket (B/M t−1 ), market-value (M V t−1 ), and turnover (T urn t−1 ) all show signs of being significant, confirming well known asset pricing results.
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Because of the short window between when the newspaper is released in the morning and the market opens, it is natural to interpret the findings thus far as saying that the news topic variables capture new information that the market responds to. This is not to say that it is the newspaper that generates this news. For example, firm-specific news might be released after the market closes on day t − 1, and then written about in the newspaper that is published in the morning on day t. Still, although the media might report on already known information, the fact that they actually report on it, and the intensity and manner in which they do so, might have a separate effect on asset pricing valuations. We investigate this further in Section 4. Below, however, we first investigate if the news topics carries fundamental information or noise, report on various robustness checks, including assessments of particular time periods, and implement a simple trading strategy.
Continuation or reversal?
A classical finding in finance is that investors overreact to noisy information, and underreact to new fundamental information (see, e.g, Roll (1986) and Campbell et al. (1993) ). This results in significant continuation patters in returns following new information about fundamentals, but a reversal following information that turned out to be noise.
The columns labeled c2c in Table 1 reproduce the regressions discussed above, but now using close-to-close returns as the dependent variable. Accordingly, compared to when using c2o returns, prices have a longer time to respond to the news signal (which is released early in the morning on day t). As seen from the table, the news variable remains highly significant, but the magnitude of the effect is somewhat larger than previously found. Now a one unit positive news innovation translates into a 1.53 percent increase in returns for the specification reported in column I, and up to 2.72 percent for the specifications reported in column II. These numbers are approximately 50 and 130 basis points larger than those obtained when looking at c2o returns, and suggests significant intra-day continuation 5 Petersen (2009) documents how previous results in the asset pricing literature are highly sensitive to how the standard errors in panel data regressions are computed. In unreported results we show that all of our significant tests are robust to clustering the standard errors on either time, firms, and groups (topics), i.e., t, i, and k using the notation from equation (1). Irrespective of clustering level, the news coefficients are always significant at either the 1 or 5 percent level. patterns.
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To investigate the degree to which our suggested news measure predicts asset prices beyond the day in which the news is published, we look at how news predicts cumulative close-to-close returns. In particular, let y i,t:t+h denote the cumulative close-to-close return for firm i across horizons t to t + h. Then, regression specification I from Table 1 , which yielded the smallest short-term effect size, is estimated for each h = 1, . . . , 20, using y i,t:t+h as the dependent variable. Figure 2 reports the mean predictions together with 99%, 95%, and 90% confidence intervals from this experiment. By construction, the impact effect is as reported in Table 1 , but the effect of a one unit news innovation also accumulates substantially over time. A maximum effect of roughly 4 percent is obtained after 15 business days, before it levels off. Converting this number into the effect following a one standard deviation news innovation gives an increase in returns of roughly 7 basis points.
Without exception, the response path is significant at the 1 percent level.
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Many textual studies in finance have given the news-return relationship a behavioral interpretation and documented significant overreaction patterns (Tetlock (2014) ). In our results, confer Figure 2 , we see little sign of reversal, suggesting that the news topics carries new fundamental information (as opposed to noise). One plausible interpretation of the observed continuation pattern is given by theories of rational attention where information gathering is costly and/or the investors are cognitively constrained. In such a setting, the media matters because it can reach a broad population of investors and potentially alleviate informational frictions by contributing to information diffusion (Peress (2014) ).
Such an interpretation is also consistent with findings reported in Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) . They use the same news data as here, but construct a quarterly news index and show that unexpected innovations to this index are followed by a permanent increase in productivity and consumption. Thus, the news signal apparently generates co-movement between productivity and asset prices, indicating that expectations about future cash flows are impounded in the signal (Fama (1990) ).
Randomization, additional fixed effects and interaction terms
A novelty of our analysis is that we treat every day as a news day by linking news topics to returns using word distributions derived from the business newspaper and the firm's textual descriptions (confer Section 2.3). Panel A of Table 9 , in Appendix A, shows that the way we link companies to news is crucial for obtaining significant results. In particular, when we randomly assign news topics to firms, and run exactly the same regressions as described for Table 1 , we find that almost no significant predictive power can be established.
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One could suspect, however, that the way in which we link firms to news resembles some type of industry classification, and that the results presented thus far capture industry effects (see, e.g., Hou and Robinson (2006) ), or that the news topic variables proxy well known weekday effects (see, e.g., Doyle and Chen (2009) ). In Panel B, in Table 9 , we redo the regressions from Table 1 , but now include industry specific dummies and control for the day of the week. As seen from the results, irrespective of which control variables we include, the news topic coefficients are almost identical to those found earlier.
Another concern could be that the news topic variables are associated with particular firm characteristics such as book-to-market value, size, or liquidity, i.e., well known pricing factors (Fama and French (1993) , Carhart (1997) , and Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) ).
In Table 10 , in Appendix A, we interact the news variable with book-to-market values (B/M t−1 : T opic t ), market values (M V t−1 : T opic t ), and turnover (T urn t−1 : T opic t ), and include these as additional control variables in the panel regressions. As seen from the results, non of the interaction terms are significant, and, the coefficients associated with the news topic variable remains significant at the 1 or 5 percent level with roughly the same effect size as already presented. Thus, there are no significant patterns indicating that our main results are driven by value, size, or liquidity characteristics.
We have also tried sorting firms into quantiles based on their average book-to-market value, size, and turnover, and then, for each quantile and firm characteristic, estimated the effect of news. The findings resemble those described above, namely that for most quantiles and characteristics the news coefficient is positive, significant, and show no pattern of being associated with specific firm characteristics.
In sum, we find that our results are robust to falsification tests (randomizing topic assignments), various additional fixed effects (industry and weekday effects), and is not driven by well known firm characteristics.
Changing market and media trends
During the last two decades both the media and stock market have undergone substantial changes. First, as noted in Section 2.3, the breadth of the Norwegian stock market has become much bigger over the years, potentially suggesting that also a broader set of media is required to adequately cover it. For example, during the first years of our sample less than 60 firms were listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. In contrast, in 2014 over 120 companies were listed and included in our data set. Second, while printed news was a primary media channel a decade ago, internet usage and online consumption of newspaper content dominates today (SSB (2017)). In terms of the number of readers of printed news, our primary source DN has been ranked as the fourth largest in Norway, irrespective of subject matter, throughout the whole sample. In terms of online readers, however, DN has faced substantially tougher competition. For example, DN's share of the total number of online readers declined by 25 percent around 2008 due to the establishment of competing news media (Medianorway (2017) ). Together these trends suggest that DN's role as an information diffusion channel might be weakened across time, and that the relationship between the (DN) news topics and returns accordingly.
The results reported in Table 2 addresses this issue. Here we have divided the sample (1996 -2014) into three equally sized sub-samples, and redone the estimation from the columns labeled I in Table 1 . As seen from the table, the predictive effects are positive and significant for all sub-samples and for both close-to-open and close-to-close returns, but the strength of the effect tend to diminish over time. The graph to the left in Figure   3 shows that this general pattern carries through also for longer term predictions. During the period 1996-2002 we find a positive, highly persistent, and significant predictive relationship between news and returns. In line with the discussion above, one interpretation of these findings is that DN, from which we derive our news signal, has become less important for understanding the news-return relationship. On the other hand, the results might also indicate that financial markets have become more efficient over time, and that information frictions that were present during the 1990s and early 2000s are no longer binding.
To cast further light on these two competing explanations, our textual data provider
Retriever has provided us with a broad-based sample of news articles from the biggest players in the Norwegian (business) newspaper market. This extra set of data covers the period 2008-2014, and includes news from four additional sources. 9 We utilize this extra data in four steps. First, we clean the textual data, as described in Section 2.1.
Then, in a second step, we apply a procedure for querying documents outside the set on which the LDA is estimated, as described in Section 2.3. That is, we keep the topic definitions estimated from the DN corpus, and classify the augmented corpus based on these existing word distributions. The advantage with this approach is that we ensure that the topics, in terms of word distributions, stay the same across the extended data set (multiple sources) and the original one (DN only). 10 Third, we compute new topic time series, for the period 2008-2014, based on the tone and frequency associated with each topic from the aggregated corpus (DN and additional sources), as in Section 2.2. As such, the extra data allows us to capture a much broader news base than when using DN 9 The sources are Aftenposten, Finansavisen, Bergens Tidende, and E24. The latter media is an online media channel only. To avoid using news content that are generated as a response to market movements on day t, we define the online news corpus for a given day t as containing news articles from eight in the morning on day t − 1 to eight in the morning on day t, i.e., before the market opens on day t. 10 Because of lack of identifiability in the LDA, the estimates of the topic and word distributions can not be combined across samples for an analysis that relies on the content of specific topics. A disadvantage of this approach is that by definition it does not take into account the possibility that the additional news sources write about other news topics than those defined by DN. alone. Finally, we redo the predictive regressions discussed above.
The results reported in the right graph in Figure 3 are striking. When the broad based news topic variables are used, they predict significant continuation, peaking after three business days and remaining significant for up to one business week. For longer horizons the effect becomes insignificant, and slowly reverts to zero. This stands in stark contrast to the comparable result in the graph to the left in Figure 3 , where the predictive relationship between news and returns during the 2008-2014 period was basically insignificant after day 0. Still, compared to a decade ago, the persistence of the news-return predictive relationship is reduced substantially.
We conclude from these results that financial market might have become more efficient, but that the media still have significant predictive power. However, as the size of the stock market itself has grown, and the variety of news sources delivering business relevant news has proliferated, our results suggest that a broad-based news corpus now needs to be applied to capture informative news signals.
A news based trading strategy
The analysis thus far has focused on average effects across all firms. To gauge the degree to which the news affects individual firms valuations, we run a zero-cost investment strategy similar to those implemented in, e.g., Tetlock et al. (2008) and Boudoukh et al. (2013) .
The strategy is implemented as follows: For each trading day we go 1 dollar long in all stocks that receive positive news in the morning, and 1 dollar short in all stocks that receive negative news. For a trade to take place we require that we have at least 5 stocks on each side. Based on the continuation patterns shown in Figure 3 , the stocks are held for up to 5 trading days. At the end of each day we compute the total daily (close-to-close) return from both the long and short portfolios we have at that point in time, controlling for the fact that stocks are bought on opening prices and sold on close prices. The total daily return from the strategy is the difference between the daily return from the long and short portfolios.
Columns labeled I in Table 12 , in Appendix A, summarize the yearly returns and Sharp Ratios generated by the benchmark zero-cost portfolio using DN and multiple media as news sources (from 2008 To reduce the number of trades conducted, we also run an alternative trading strategy.
This strategy is similar to that above, but with the difference that news is only traded upon if the news signal is over or below one standard deviation of the respective news topic time series. Here, the computations of the standard deviations are recursively updated throughout the trading experiment, using the past 252 observations to calculate the standard deviations. As seen from the columns labeled II in Table 12 , this more restrictive trading strategy reduces the average returns on the portfolios somewhat. Still, the annualized average daily returns are 11.7 and 21.3 percent, with Sharp Ratios of 0.60 and 1.1, for the DN only and multiple sources strategies, respectively. More importantly, however, the alternative strategies generates these return by far fewer trades than above. Do the two zero-cost investment strategies generate risk-adjusted returns as well? In Table 3 we use the daily return series generated by the two strategies, subtract the risk-free rate, and run regressions controlling for the standard risk factors (Fama and French (1993) , Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , Carhart (1997) , and Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) ): the market (M R) size (SM B), book-to-market (HM L), momentum (U M D), and liquidity (LIQ).
11 Only for the alternative trading strategy, and when using DN as the only news source, can we not reject the null hypothesis of a zero Alpha. When using multiple news sources, for example, the point estimate is between 0.06 and 0.08, implying an annualized risk-adjusted daily return of between roughly 15 and 20 percent. Although comparisons across markets and time periods might be misleading, we note that these numbers are comparable in magnitude to those found in both Tetlock et al. (2008) and Boudoukh et al. (2013) for the U.S. market. Interestingly, the news-based trading strategies tend to be negatively correlated with the market, and positively correlated with momentum and liquidity, but the significance of these correlations varies substantially.
We emphasize that the trading experiments conducted here are deliberately kept simple. More than providing examples of realistic trading opportunities, they cast light on the robustness of the pooled time series regressions presented in the previous sections.
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We conclude that the significant news-return relationship is not driven by the panel data approach, and also has the potential for being economically important.
Norwegian market and makes them publicly available (see Odegaard (2017a) and Odegaard (2017b) ). 12 As such, it is perhaps interesting to know which news is actually traded on across time. This is illustrated in Figure 7 , in Appendix A, using a heatmap.
The causal media effect
The news signal potentially contains (at least) two different components. First, news in the business newspaper can be genuine new information. Second, the media might itself affect markets by how they report news stories and by disseminating information to a broad population of investors. As genuine new information is more likely to be generated exogenous to the media (and reported in the media with a time lag), it is the second component that reflects media's potential causal role in predicting returns. To separate between these two components, however, is difficult, because we only observe the signal, and not its two underlying components.
To address this issue we exploit a strike in the Norwegian newspaper market in 2002, which started on May 30 and ended on June 7, i.e., lasting for seven business days.
The same event was used in Peress (2014) to investigate the causal effect media has on trading and price formation. But, in contrast to his cross-country event study, we focus on the case of Norway, changes in returns, and condition our analysis on the news topic variables. Although this might seem like a more narrow analysis, it allows us to obtain a novel estimate of the media effect in a given predictive relationship. Simply put, we ask how much of the increases in returns documented in the preceding sections can be attributed to the causal (DN) news topics media effect.
According to Peress (2014) , the newspaper strike affected the press on a national scale, involved the media sector only, and occurred on days on which the stock market was open. Moreover, the strike was called by the media profession itself due to their working conditions, and it was not driven by stock market movements on the day of the strike or the preceding days. Thus, we can safely assume that it was truly exogenous to market developments.
13
Conditional on the strike being truly exogenous, the central premise for being able to quantify the media effect of news is that news in terms of new information was released also during the strike period, although not through the mass media. As such, we follow an event study approach where in total 103 stocks enter our sample in the year(s) prior to, during and after the strike. We focus on both their close-to-open and close-to-close returns, and use N days prior to and N days after the strike to compute the non-strike affected returns. In the following, we denote the change in returns ∆r i,d−ba =r i,d −r i,ba , wherer is the average return for company i, during the strike period (r i,d ) and before and after (r i,ba ), respectively. By adjusting N , we can down-weight observations right 13 See Peress (2014) for a richer discussion about these issues. It should be noted, however, that he also includes a Norwegian newspaper strike in 2004. During this journalist strike the DN newspaper was in fact published, and the event can not be used here. We further note that, given the timing of the strike event in 2002, the explosion of digital media seen the last decade had hardly begun. ) and before and after (r i,ba ), respectively. The length of the strike period (r i,d ) is constant and equal to seven business days. The total length of the window used during and before and after the strike equals 51 days. In the interest of readability, the numbers reported in the columns E(X), V AR(X), min(X), and max(X) are scaled by 100. The table row labeled t(β) provides summary statistics for t i (β), a standardized firm specific news loading, estimated on a classification sample prior to the strike period. before and right after the strike, as these might be driven by anticipation effects (about the forthcoming strike) and adjustments following the end of the strike period. We denote the total length of the before, during, and after strike sample by W . In the main results presented below W = 51, but we show that our results are robust to both shorter and longer windows.
Unconditional and conditional effects
The first row in Table 4 documents that, on average across firms, the average returns during the strike period fell by between 40 to 60 basis points relative to the average returns prior to and after the strike. The dispersion across firms is however large, with minimum
and maximum values reaching -3.88 and 3.04 percent, and -4.51 and 3.94 percent, for c2o and c2c returns, respectively. Still, the skewness and kurtosis statistics suggest that the distribution is not far from normal, albeit with some outliers. For both types of returns, the mean effects are significantly different from zero on the 1 percent significance level, suggesting that the media has a positive causal role in explaining short-term return patterns.
14 A valid objection to the simple calculations done above is that they do not necessarily tell us something about how the media shortage affected returns. The fall might simply be due to the effect the strike itself, or other not controlled for common events, had on markets. Accordingly, we would ideally need two different groups of firms and returns.
One where the media shortage should matter, and one where it should not. Unfortunately, such classifications are not observed. Moreover, although the numbers might reflect the 14 A direct comparison of our results to those in Peress (2014) would have been interesting, but not feasible.
He focuses on pooled cross-country averages, trading volume, and volatility, and does not report raw return statistics for the Norwegian newspaper strike in 2002.
causal media effect, they do not necessarily relate to the news topic variables used in this study, i.e., those obtained from the DN newspaper.
To accommodate the concern, and to relate the media shortage to the DN news topic variables, we run a difference-in-difference type of experiment, with some modifications.
As above, we first compute the difference between returns during the strike and those before and after the strike. Then, conditioning on how sensitive the respective stocks were to the news topic variables in the year prior to the strike, we construct a treatment and control group, and run simple regressions to quantify the media effect due to the shortfall of the DN news topics. Intuitively, all stocks might be affected by the strike, but those firms that had a particularly high sensitivity to news topics prior to the strike should also respond stronger to their shortfall during the strike.
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More formally, we consider the model:
where the event indicator e = {ba, d} indicates the periods before and after (ba) and during (d) the strike, α i is a firm-fixed effect constant across e, D e = 1 if e = d and zero otherwise, and u i,e are idiosyncratic errors. The parameter of interest is τ , measuring the effect of w i,e , a binary indicator of the treatment. Before and after the strike w i,ba = 0 for all i. During the strike, however, w i,d = 1 if firm i is in the treatment group, i.e., particularly sensitive to the DN news topics, and zero otherwise. A simple estimation procedure of the two-period model in (2) is to first difference to remove α i :
with ∆w i = w i,d (since w i,ba = 0 for all firms i in period e = ba).
While (3) is a standard difference-in-difference model (Meyer (1995) and Angrist and Krueger (1999) ), the crux here is to construct w i,d , which depends on the firm's news topic sensitivity. We construct w i,d in two steps. First, we estimate news topic sensitivity, denoted by t i (β), from time series regressions of each individuals firm's close-to-open return (y i,t ) on news topics (T k,t ) during the year preceding the strike:
where t i (β) is the t-statistic associated with β i . 16 The third row of Table 4 reports how 15 Estimating the average media shortage effect only for returns in the treatment group would not permit us to exclude the general effect the strike itself might have on returns. Of course, if the general strike effect affects firms in the two groups differently, our experiment design will not be able to efficiently isolate the strike effect from the (DN) media shortage effect. 16 We focus on t(β), rather than β, to control for differences in precision due to differences in residual variance. To reduce potential biases in the regressions, we also include additional controls, z i,t , including R mi t−1 , B/M i,t−1 , M V i,t−1 , and lagged close-to-close returns for stock i, i.e., the significant regressors in the panel regressions run in Section 3. Table 5 . Estimated media effects from ∆r i,d−ba = δ + τ ∆w i + ∆u i , where ∆r i,d−ba =r i,d −r i,ba , andr is the average return for company i, during the strike period (r i,d ) and before and after (r i,ba ), respectively.
The total window length is W = 51. ∆w i is a binary variable with ∆w i = 1 if t i (β) > co, and zero otherwise. co = 2, and t i (β) is a standardized firm specific news loading, estimated on a classification sample prior to the strike period. The Size and Power columns report the fraction of test statistics with a p-value<0.05 in a simulation experiment on time periods without an actual strike. See the text for details. We compute all coefficient standard errors using heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors (White (1980) t(β) is distributed across the 103 firms in the sample. Clearly, the t-statistic is large (and significant) on average. Still, many companies also have a negative exposure towards the news variable, although not significantly so. Second, given the distribution of t(β), we define a cut-off co, and set w i,d = 1 if t i (β) > co and w i,d = 0 otherwise. Here, the natural cut-off is co = 2, i.e., approximately the 5 percent significance level, dividing the sample in roughly two equally sized groups. We show below, however, that our results are robust to a range of other plausible cut-off values (more or less significant).
Column I in Table 5 reports the results from estimating equation ( 17 On average, when no actual strike is present, we are only able to reject the null-hypothesis of no significant effects at the 5 percent level in at most 8.7 percent of the cases (see column Size of Table 5 ). Conversely, if we impose the media effect estimated above on each of ther i,d periods sampled, we see from the column labeled Power that we obtain a significant relationship in 52 percent of the cases (c2c), and a substantially lower number for the effect that was not significant in the first place (c2o). Naturally, if we increase the effect size imposed on the non-overlapping periods, the power increases, and vice versa (not shown). Moreover, qualitatively, non of the results reported in column I
in Table 5 are affected by varying the cut-off value (co) between 1.6 to 3 (from weakly significant to highly significant) when constructing w i,d , or by using a different window length to constructr i,ba (see Tables 13 and 14 , in Appendix A).
Together, these results provide strong evidence towards a causal (DN specific) news topic media effect. For close-to-close returns, the difference in mean between the synthetic control and treatment groups is even of the same magnitude as the total strike effect documented in Table 4 , i.e., 60 basis points. To put these numbers into context, a conservative estimate implies that roughly 20 percent of the close-to-close returns predicted by news topics are due to the media effect alone, while a more positive estimate suggests as much as 37 percent.
18 Thus, seen through the lens of rational attention theories where investors face information processing costs, or have limited cognitive ability (Peng and Xiong (2006) , Kacperczyk et al. (2009), and Schmidt (2013) ), the media serves an important independent role in alleviating informational frictions.
Accounting for treatment intensity and asymmetries
A weakness with the approach just taken is that it does not account for the basic intuition that, all else equal, firms' news topic sensitivity might affect the intensity at which the media shortage affects returns. For example, firms with a particularly high (low) and (in)significant sensitivity to news prior to the strike period might also be more negatively (positively) affected than the other firms during the media shortage.
To investigate this hypothesis we extend the regression model in (2) by taking into account potential differences in how the media shortage affects returns within and between the treatment and control group. In particular, we consider the model:
where α i , δD e , and u i,e have the same interpretations as before. Now, however,w i,e is a binary strike indicator, wherew i,e = 1 if e = d and zero otherwise for all firms i. This with W = 31 and a larger number of non-overlapping periods. 18 According to the estimates in Table 5 , the DN news topic effect is 57 basis point, while the maximum (minimum) predictive effect from the pooled time series regression reported earlier in Table 1 is 272 (153) basis points i.e., 57/272 = 0.21 (57/153 = 0.37).
strike event indicator is then interacted with the terms t i (β) t and t i (β) c . t i (β) t = t i (β) if t i (β) > co and 0 otherwise, and t i (β) c = t i (β) if t i (β) <= co and 0 otherwise. As such, in response to the media shortage, τ t and τ c capture the potential asymmetries between firms with a significant and non-significant sensitivity to the news topics. For estimation, we first difference (5), yielding the following model:
whereδ = δ + τ , and apply ordinary least squares.
Column I of Table 6 reports the regression output. Starting with the results in the c2c row, we see that the t i (β) t term is highly significant, and, based on the argument above, have the correct negative sign. On the other hand, close-to-close returns for firms in the control group are unaffected by the media shortage. As such, these results are consistent with the results presented in the previous section. Moreover, as the average t-statistic in Table 4 is well above 2, the effect of the media shortage, in percent of the total predictive effect, is in the same ballpark as previously reported, i.e., 20-40 percent. Interestingly, this pattern is reversed when we look at close-to-open returns, where only the t i (β) c term is significant and positive. Thus, following the media shortage, firms in the treatment group experience an extra underreaction, while the firms in the control group experience an initial overreaction and subsequent intra-day reversal.
Size tests, conducted as described in the previous section, but now applied to the model in 6, show that these results are highly unlikely to occur in time periods without a strike, see the column labeled Size in Table 6 . Therefore, and perhaps somewhat surprising, because intra-day reversal is not something we easily observe for firms in the control group in periods without a media shortage, the asymmetries documented in Table   6 suggest that the media shortage led to more noise trading. Or, in other words, that the media actually reduces noise (trading). However, as seen from Tables 13 and 14, in Appendix A, the significant overreaction obtained for the control group during the strike is fairly robust to the window size (W ) used, but not robust to other cut-off values than 2.
That is, for all cut-off values considered, the sign of the t i (β) c coefficient is estimated to be positive, but only for co = 2 do we obtain a significant t i (β) c coefficient for close-to-open returns.
In sum, the results presented here and in Section 4.1 give media an important causal role for understanding asset price fluctuations. Positive evidence of media's causal role in financial markets has also been documented in Parsons (2011), Dougal et al. (2012) and (not surprisingly) Peress (2014) . Of the three, however, only the two latter analyses returns.
19 Still, our interpretation of the media effect differs somewhat from what is provided in these studies. In particular, Dougal et al. (2012) use exogenous variation in the identity of Wall Street Journal columnists, and show that this is a good predictor of the next-day return on the Dow Jones Industrial Average. While they appeal to a sentiment story whereby the bullish or bearish sentiment conveyed by columnists influence investors, we provide evidence more in line with an informational dissemination explanation where the media is an important channel for broadcasting fundamental information. This interpretation is also closer to the one given in Peress (2014) , who demonstrates that media strikes affect stocks' trading intensity, dispersion, intraday volatility, and autocorrelation. When newspaper strikes are (plausibly) interpreted as events that raise the cost of receiving news, his analysis suggests that constrained investors continue to learn about shocks common to many stocks but choose to ignore firm-specific shocks. Our findings, however, suggest that investors also look for other opportunities when a primary media channel becomes unavailable, thus taking aboard the cost of seeking additional and new information. 
Conclusion
News in the business newspaper predicts daily returns, and the media has an important causal role in this predictive relationship. We reach these conclusions after decomposing the corpus in the main Norwegian business newspaper into daily news topics and linking them to firms and returns.
Although the news topics are available in the morning, well before the market opens, we document significant underreaction in market prices to news and clear patterns of continuation in the days following the initial news release. These results hold both in pooled time series regression, simple zero-cost news-based trading strategies, and are robust when controlling for numerous commonly used predictors. Interestingly, however, the degree of predictability and persistence weakens over time, and towards the latter parts of the sample a broader news corpus, including online media, is needed to achieve significant continuation patterns. In sum, our analysis support a rational attention view where the media alleviate information frictions and disseminate information to a large population of investors. In that respect it is interesting to note that when using the same news topics as here, we find that news topics also predicts quarterly productivity, consumption, and aggregate stock market developments (Larsen and Thorsrud (2015) ). Thus, decomposing news published through a business newspaper into news topics puts unstructured textual data into a format that seems fundamental for both macroeconomic developments and asset prices.
Although the methodology used to reach these conclusions is general, the empirical findings are restricted to the Norwegian market. Exciting avenues for future research includes expanding the scope of the analysis to more countries and larger markets, and to investigate in greater detail how market responses to online versus printed news might differ.
Appendices
Appendix A Additional results which labeling is Unknown, confer Table 7 , are removed from the graph in the interest of visual clarity. The line in the lower graph reports how many firms (in percent) each topic is associated with on average across time. The bars report the change (in percentage point) in how many firms each topic is associated with when splitting the sample into two equally sized parts and computing the difference (second sample -first sample). close-to-close return on the S&P500 (R mi t−1 ), close-to-close returns on the OSEBX (R mh t−1 ), the daily change in the oil price (R oil t−1 ), the book-to-market value (B/M t−1 ) the market value (M V t−1 ), and finally the turnover (T urn t−1 ). All regressions are estimated by OLS. Fixed effects are included as specified in the Table 8 ). Therefore, for each day, the number of trades associated with a given news topic is normalized by the share of firms associated with this topic. In the interest of visual clarity, the resulting numbers are smoothed by a 252-day (backward-looking) moving average filter. To clean the raw textual dataset a stop-word list is first employed. This is a list of common words not expected to have any information relating to the subject of an article. Examples of such words are the, is, are, and this. The most common Norwegian surnames and given names are also removed. In total the stop-word list together with the list of common surnames and given names removed roughly 1800 unique tokens from the corpus. Next, an algorithm known as stemming is run. The objective of this algorithm is to reduce all words to their respective word stems. A word stem is the part of a word that is common to all of its inflections. An example is the word effective whose stem is effect. Finally, a measure called tf-idf, which stands for term frequency -inverse document frequency, is calculated. This measures how important all the words in the complete corpus are in explaining single articles. The more often a word occurs in an article, the higher the tf-idf score of that word. On the other hand, if the word is common to all articles, meaning the word has a high frequency in the whole corpus, the lower that word's tf-idf score will be.
Around 250 000 of the stems with the highest tf-idf score are kept, and used as the final corpus.
B.2 LDA intuition, estimation and specification
The LDA model was developed in Blei et al. (2003) . Here the estimation algorithm described in Griffiths and Steyvers (2004) is implemented. At an intuitive level, the best way to understand the LDA model is likely to make a thought experiment of how the articles in the newspaper (the corpus) were generated.
1. Pick the overall theme of articles by randomly giving them a distribution over topics, i.e.: Choose θ m ∼ Dir(α), where m ∈ {1, . . . , M }. 2. Pick the word distribution for each topic by giving them a distribution over words, i.e.: Choose ϕ k ∼ Dir(β) , where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
3. For each of the word positions m, n, where n ∈ {1, . . . , N m }, and m ∈ {1, . . . , M } 3.1. From the topic distribution chosen in 1., randomly pick one topic, i.e.: Choose a topic Z m,n ∼ Multinomial(θ m ).
3.2. Given that topic, randomly choose a word from this topic, i.e.: Choose a word W m,n ∼ Multinomial(ϕ zm,n ).
More formally, the goal of the LDA estimation algorithm is to approximate the distribution:
P (Z|W ; α, β) = P (W , Z; α, β) P (W ; α, β)
using Gibbs simulations, where α and β are the (hyper) parameters controlling the prior conjugate Dirichlet distributions for θ m and ϕ k , respectively. A very good explanation for how this method works is found in Heinrich (2009) . The description below provides a brief summary only.
First, let V denote the size of the vocabulary, and t a term in V . Then, denote P (t|z = k) as the mixture component, one for each topic, by Φ = {ϕ k } K k=1 , and let P (z|d = m) define the topic mixture proportion for document m, with one proportion for each document Θ = {θ m } M m=1 . The total probability of the model can then be written as: P (W , Z, Θ, Φ; α, β) = In (9), the terms inside the first integral do not include a θ term, and the terms inside the second integral do not include a ϕ term. Accordingly, the two terms can be solved separately. Exploiting the properties of the conjugate Dirichlet distribution it can be shown that: k is the number of times the t th term in the vocabulary has been assigned to the k th topic.
Since P (W ; α, β), in (7), is invariable for any of Z, the conditional distribution P (Z|W ; α, β) can be derived from P (W , Z; α, β) directly using Gibbs simulation and the conditional probability:
P (Z (m,n) | Z −(m,n) , W ; α, β) = P (Z (m,n) , Z −(m,n) , W ; α, β) P (Z −(m,n) , W ; α, β)
where Z (m,n) denotes the hidden variable of the n th word token in the m th document, and Z −(m,n) denotes all Zs but Z (m,n) . Denoting the index of a word token by i = (m, n), and using the expressions in (10) and (11), cancellation of terms (and some extra manipulations exploiting the properties of the gamma function) yields:
where the counts n (·) ·,−i indicate that token i is excluded from the corresponding document or topic. Thus, sampling topic indexes using equation (13) for each word in a document and across documents until convergence allows us to approximate the posterior distribution given by (7). As noted in Heinrich (2009) , the procedure itself uses only five larger data structures; the count variables n In the analysis of the main paper the average of the estimatedθ andφ from the 10 last samples of the stored Gibbs simulations are used to construct the daily news topic frequencies. 21 In unreported experiments, the topic extraction results reported in Section 2.1 do not change much when choosing other samples for inference, for example using the last sample only.
Before estimation three parameters need to be predefined: the number of topics and the two parameter vectors of the Dirichlet priors, α and β. Here, symmetric Dirichlet priors, with α and β each having a single value, are used. In turn, these are defined as a function of the number of topics and unique words: α = 50 K , and β = 200 N The choice of K is discussed in Section 2.1. In general, lower (higher) values for α and β will result in more (less) decisive topic associations. The values for the Dirichlet hyperparameters also reflect a clear compromise between having few topics per document and having few words per topic. In essence, the prior specification used here is the same as the one advocated by Griffiths and Steyvers (2004) .
B.3 Estimating daily topic frequencies
Using the posterior estimates from the LDA model, the frequency with which each topic is represented in the newspaper for a specific day is computed. This is done by first collapsing all the articles in the newspaper for one specific day into one document. Following Heinrich (2009) and Hansen et al. (2014) , a procedure for querying documents outside the set on which the LDA is estimated is then implemented. In short, this corresponds to using the same Gibbs simulations as described above, but with the difference that the sampler is run with the estimated parameters Φ = {ϕ k } K k=1 and hyper-parameter α held constant. Denote byW the vector of words in the newly formed document. Topic assignments, Z, for this document can then be estimated by first initializing the algorithm by randomly assigning topics to words and then performing a number of Gibbs iterations using:
Sinceφ k,t does not need to be estimated when sampling from (16), fewer iterations are needed to form the topic assignment index for the new document than when learning 21 Because of lack of identifiability, the estimates ofθ andφ can not be combined across samples for an analysis that relies on the content of specific topics. However, statistics insensitive to permutation of the underlying topics can be computed by aggregating across samples (see Griffiths and Steyvers (2004) ).
both the topic and word distributions. Here 2000 iterations are performed, and only the average of every 10th draw is used for the final inference. After sampling, the topic distribution can be estimated as before:
We note that the same procedure for querying documents outside the set on which the LDA is estimated is implemented when we classify the firms' textual description, confer Section 2.3.
B.4 Sign adjustment
Given knowledge of the topics and the daily topic frequencies, we identify their sign using a dictionary based approach. In particular, for each day, all newspaper articles that day, and each of the K news topics, the article that news topic k describes the best is found.
Given knowledge of this topic article mapping, positive/negative words in the articles are identified using an external word list and simple word counts. The word list used here takes as a starting point the classification of positive/negative words defined by the Harvard IV-4 Psychological Dictionary. As this dictionary contains English words only, the set of words must be translated into Norwegian. The translated set of words consists of 40 positive and 39 negative Norwegian words, which is somewhat different from the Harvard IV-4 Psychological Dictionary both in terms of numbers and exact meaning. The translated word list may be obtained upon request.
The count procedure delivers two statistics for each article, containing the number of positive and negative words. These statistics are then normalized such that each article observation reflects the fraction of positive and negative words, i.e.:
P os t,n a = #positivewords #totalwords N eg t,n a = #negativewords #totalwords
The overall tone of article n a , for n a = 1, . . . , N a t at day t, is defined as:
S t,n a = P os t,n a − N eg t,n a
Letting S t,n a ,k denote the sign statistic associated with topic k and T opic t,k the daily topic frequency, the sign of topic k is adjusted simply as:
T opic k,t = T opic k,t if S t,n a ,k >= 0 and T opic k,t = − T opic k,t if S t,n a ,k < 0
